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for track days and events they choosed Caresto. Their demand was a usable headturner with
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This car is an unique combination of lowrider and a daily driver. It has one off body kit which
was designed in house, further develeop the original design was the thought. It´s lowerd and
fitted with an Air ride suspension. The one off paint is designed by Löörs – a Swedish legend in
paintwork design.

About us:
Caresto was founded in 1996, we are a design and coach builder based in Sweden. During the years
Caresto have had the opportunity to create and deliver many exciting cars and automotive creations
to our clients.

Dodge Caliber ”Xcaliber” Caresto edition
Technical Specifications
Body:

Caresto bodykit
Front - newly designed front bumper built to fit the
original brackets. Grill and air intake made by hand in
polished aluminum, mesh net in stainless steel.
Spoiler and foglight panels in clearcoated carbon fibre.
Rear - Newly designed lower rear panel also fitted in
original brackets, built on existing bumper. Exhaust
outtake for exhaust tips and mesh net that shows the
Air ride tank.
Sides – New sideskirts that smoothens and lengthen
the body. Sidemirrors with built in turn lights.

Chassies:

Adjustable ride hight from karnag Air ride. Each wheel
individually controlled. Remote controlled and
additional panel with airpressure in the centre console.
Rebuild suspension. parts from Racing Custom Line.

Engine:

2,4 litre, 4 cylinder DOCH 16V, 173 Bhp.
Painted engine cover and MOPAR Air intake.

Wheels:

TSW Montage black
Size 20 x 8,5
Provided by Svenska Fälg.

Tires:

Goodyear Eagle F1 /35 ZR20

Exhaust:

Double polished DNX mufflers, 90 mm tips in
stainless steel.

Interior:

Seats are reupholsterd in red suéde with silver lining,
embroided Xcaliber logo in all seats. Doorpanels and
gearlever trim in red suéde. Black carpets with
Xcaliber logo, centre console painted in exterior red.

Stereo:

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

Paint:

Painted in black and red pearl, the design are painted
in different shades of silver. Roof and moldings in flat
black velvet. Design by Löörs.

AVIC-D3 DVD Multimedia unit
GM-6300F 4-channel amp.
GM-7300M Subwoffer amp.
TS-A6901 6x9 speakers (Doors)
TS-SW1241D 12” Subwoffer
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